Department of Communication

Winter 2022 Graduate Schedule of Classes

October 20, 2021

This schedule is subject to revisions. Please check with the department to confirm the latest dates/times/rooms.

Comm 204B  Intro App Stats  10413  Metzger  MW 10:00-11:50  SSMS 4143
Comm 204M  Mixed Methods  64154  Myers  T 9:30-12:20  SSMS 4143
Comm 213  Mass Media,Ind,Soc  64162  Lane  R 9:30-12:20  SSMS 4143
Comm 224  Family Comm  64170  T. Afifi  W 2:00-4:50  SSMS 4143
Comm 505  Issues in Comm Res  10447  Metzger  TBD
Comm 593A*  Directed Reading  10454  TBD
Comm 596A*  Directed Research  10470  TBD
Comm 597*  Prep for Qual Exam  10488  TBD
Comm 598*  Mas Thesis Res Prep  10496  TBD
Comm 599*  Dissertation Prep  10504  TBD

*Requires add/approval code – please contact Tricia at tricia@ucsb.edu for approval code.

PLEASE NOTE: If the class is full or has been closed, do not contact the instructor for an approval code. Graduate classes are sized according to instructional needs and other criteria. For further information, please contact Tricia at tricia@ucsb.edu.